
 My volunteering way in Indiaaa  Part 3. 4 .          

In the months - November and December was my way here  full of discovering and 

revelations. Based on ,,keep on just doing it and never give up’’. And about how to go 

with the flow, is sometimes the best decision what you can make. 
                           Slum ‘Sunshines’ school 
We just feel so used to there. After 4 months, we start to know children really well, 

and the same thing works vice versa. Having a favourite ones even thought we know 

we shouldn´t. We know how to get them, what works on them, what makes them 

smile. And releasing, that it is the best way of teaching them, at least something. 

Because of their age and our language barrier it is sometimes very difficult to get 

each other. Smile, fun and playfulness is definitely the way what always works. 

During last two months we had with children except of daily teaching routine some 

other activities too.  

What I enjoyed the 

most was Children’s 
day in Science Park. 

Picnic in garden and 

tasty food. The 

cherry on the top 

happened on our 

way back. Half of the 

children couldn’t 
handle the drive, and 

all of them started 

to vomit. I will 

definitely remember this forever..  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clean hands before entering the          

school   

       Cleaning of slum area with children  

                    Children's day at Science park  



 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Painting of Slum school  

    Children painting on the wall  

  BEFORE     AFTER☺  

           Just because of them <3 



                                          Chilika 
The best runaway from 

stereotype and unbelievable 

trumpet sounds of 

Bhubaneswar streets it’s 
Chilika. It’s island with lot of 
quiet, beautiful palm trees 

and again just with lot of 

quiet. You can literally just 

hear the sound of the wind 

there. Pure nature, pure 

people. Just with beauty all 

around. 

In here we have few running 

projects. During our 

presents there we helped 

with all we could. 

1, Toilets reconstruction project when we painted on the walls of reconstructed toilets logos 

of organizations and messages. 

2. Eco tourism project when we helped built pathway to eco houses. 

3. Food for peace project is running on Rotighar island with untouchable people.  

When we arrived, they served us food. Very simple dal and rice, eated with hands. Children were 

sitting around us on the ground, while staring. After lunch we had dancing program. When 

children made us to dance, and after we played some games with them also. Very beautiful and 

powerful experience, to see how people can still exist like this, and to don’t know other. 
 

4. And! Last day of staying at Chilika, we prepared with Mousi, what was nickname of woman 

which took care of us during a stay, the best ‘’Khiri’’. It’s a sweet rice made with milk, cashews, 

raisins, cardamom and of course sugar. Biiig yum yum yum   
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Honez bee keeping program 
Because of our JRP organization is involved to all bee keeping 

process, we got the chance to be a part of real bee keeping 

thing. Including of collecting honey in tribal/village areas near 

Bhubaneswar, where we got to know bees.  And subsequently 

we were on honey bee exhibition where we were selling our 

made honey. Where I falled in love with one other honey 

producer, which was selling handmade honey organic 

products, soaps and spreads. It really caught my attention. 

   I am grateful for this all <3  


